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Abstract 
     There is a lack of correlation between the believed and actual threat of tornadoes on 
the periphery of Tornado Alley.  The purpose of this project is to record the perceptions 
of homeowners and realtors of the threat posed by tornadoes in a specific geographic 
location and the need of tornado safe rooms to mitigate that threat and/or provide peace 
of mind from the potential of that threat.  
     The research included surveying real estate agents and residents within the specified 
geographic location.  Real estate agents were polled for their past experience in selling 
properties with tornado safe rooms, and present demand for same properties in the current 
market, their perceptions of the tornado risk and the need for mitigation measures, and 
how these may affect the value of a home and the marketability of a home.  Residents 
were polled for their perceptions of tornado risk, the cost of mitigating the tornado risk, 
the need of mitigation, and any prior experience with tornadoes.  They were also polled 
on the desire of a tornado safe room in a home, and to what cost having one would be 
worthwhile.   
     The research supported the assumption that the actual threat of tornadoes does not 
match the perceived threat, the expected cost of a tornado safe rooms is greater than the 
actual cost, and that there is a significant portion of the population willing to pay for a 
safe room allowing for an emerging market of tornado safe rooms in either new 
construction or as a renovation.    
 
  




     No one questions the danger of being caught in a tornado.  Media coverage of a 
tornado event is dramatic and compelling, not unlike the sensational coverage of an 
automobile accident or an air industry disaster.  Those watching cannot help but feel sad 
over loss of life, yet at the same time compelled to watch catastrophic footage as often as 
it is aired.  While these tragic events are a possibility for any person boarding an aircraft 
or traveling in an automobile, it is assumed they will happen to someone else.  Tornadoes 
are viewed in the same way—dangerous, horrible, often catastrophic events, but events 
that happen elsewhere.  In spite of the fact that tornadoes are low probability events, they 
represent a significant perceived risk for many US residents (Ewing & Kruse, 2006). 
     Tornado Alley runs from Northern Texas through Oklahoma and into Kansas, and 
often is considered to cover everything between the Rocky and the Appalachian 
Mountains.  It is the heart of tornado activity in the United States, but Tornado Alley is 
often considered “somewhere else,” even by those who live there and it is by no means 
the only location where tornadoes are possible.  Previous research has determined that 
residents facing a tornado threat were willing to pay up to $6,000 (this was the 
maximum—average willing to pay price was $2,421) for a safe room (Miller, Morgan, & 
Womack, 2002) and FEMA has listed average costs for a 8’x8’x8’ safe room from 
$6,300 - $8,300 and from $11,400 - $13,600 for a 14’x14’x8’ safe room (FEMA, 2008).  
These numbers show a disconnect between expected or desired costs and realistic 
construction numbers.  Here it will be determined what the residents would be willing to 
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pay in a community on the fringe of Tornado Alley in central Texas and the perceived 
need for that safe room.   
     The communities to be surveyed are located in Northern Hays County, a rural suburb 
approximately fifteen miles west of Austin, Texas.  The area is considered to have a 
tornado threat, but not as significant as farther north in the more widely accepted area 
included in Tornado Alley,  and is classified in the “high risk” area for tornadoes (FEMA, 
2008).  The expected tornado frequency in this area of Texas is one tornado a year per 
1000 square miles and the frequency of tornado occurrences in this area allows residents 
to dismiss the danger.  Hays County occupies 678 square miles in central Texas and the 
historical area-adjusted tornado activity is slightly above the Texas state average, and it is 
1.7 times above overall U.S. average ("Hays County, Texas," 2010), with twenty five 
tornadoes recorded since 1953 ("Tornadoes in Hays County, Texas ", 2011).  Owing to 
the unpredictable nature of a tornado, victims may feel that the incidence is sufficiently 
random enough that they have little control over the outcome (Ewing & Kruse, 2006), but 
even taking shelter in an interior bathroom or closet may not protect residents of homes 
directly in the path of a powerful tornado (Merrell, Simmons, & Sutter, 2005).  Earlier 
research conducted in the Austin area found that 62% of respondents felt completely 
capable of keeping themselves and their families safe in a scenario that caught them at 
home during a tornado, but only 40% said their homes had a basement, tornado shelter, or 
interior room where they could seek shelter (Schultz et al., 2010).  
Statement of the Problem 
     There is an incongruent connection between the actual threat of tornadoes in a fringe 
community and the believed threat of tornadoes.  The need for mitigation factors is 
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believed to be far lower than the actuality, and both homeowner and realtor opinions will 
reflect this perception.   
Significance of the Problem 
     On average, 1200 tornadoes are reported in the United States each year ("Tornado 
Preparedness and Safety," 2000), and the states of Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas and 
Nebraska are in a region of ‘highest tornado risk’ (Ewing & Kruse, 2006).  While the 
Austin, Texas area is further south than the highest risk, the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency still considers it to be “high risk” (FEMA, 2008).  In a recent study 
of Austin residents, most respondents (76%) would not consider a tornado in Austin a 
life-threatening risk to them (Schultz, et al., 2010).  This incongruent perception—
treating a low probability event [the probability of a particular house in the United States 
being hit by a violent (F4-F5) tornado in any given year is approximately 1 in 10,000,000 
(Doswell, 2005)] as a zero probability event (Merrell, et al., 2005)—allows for further 
research into the perception of the tornado threat, and the need for threat mitigation, 
specifically tornado safe rooms in the Austin area  .  Residents’ perceptions of the need 
and cost of tornado safe rooms and realtors’ perceptions of market value added to homes 
with safe rooms may be developed to determine the feasibility of improving the current 
status of safe rooms. As previously stated, 63% of respondents to the earlier mentioned 
survey conducted in Austin had a plan to keep their families safe from tornadoes at home, 
yet only 41% had adequate in-home shelter (Schultz, et al., 2010).  Anyone building a 
new home should consider including a shelter or safe room ("Tornado Preparedness and 
Safety," 2000), and perhaps this market could be developed to benefit the construction 
industry, the salability of homes, and the peace of mind of owners and occupants.   
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Statement of the Purpose 
     The purpose of this project is to record the perceptions of homeowners and realtors of 
the threat posed by tornadoes on the edge of Tornado Alley and the value of tornado safe 
rooms to mitigate and provide peace of mind from that threat.  
Definitions 
Tornado Safe Room:  A room built to withstand high winds and flying debris, even if the 
rest of the residence is severely damaged or destroyed. 
FEMA: Federal Emergency Management Agency 
FEMA 320:  FEMA 2008 publication Taking Shelter from the Storm: Building a Safe 
Room for Your Home or Small Business. 
Salability:  Suitable for selling or being capable of being sold—the added value to real 
properties by the inclusion of safe rooms.   
Self-Protection: A mitigation measure that reduces probability of a loss (Ewing and 
Kruse, 2005).  Individuals taking independent action to protect self and family, 
not dependent upon the actions of others.   
Assumptions 
1. Requested survey responders will be accessible through email solicitation. 
2. Survey responders will be competent to access the survey site and submit individual 
responses.  
3. Email solicitations will be written and/or forwarded in a way assuring their reception 
by a sufficient number of responders. 
4. Residents and realtors in the targeted areas will respond in a positive manner to the 
survey request to provide an adequate number of responses. 
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5. Responders will represent a large enough cross-section of individuals to allow 
conclusions to pertain to other fringe communities.  
Delimitations 
1. Only the neighborhoods of Big Country, Heritage Country, Sundowner Ridge, and Carol 
Ann in Hays County, Texas, will be used as the homeowner sampling group. 
2. Real estate agents only in the southwest Austin, Texas area will be considered for 
sampling.  
3. Safe rooms discussed here are intended to reduce the risk for tornadoes and major wind 
events and the dangers associated with them.  Safe rooms for other situations are not 
included.    
Limitations 
 
1. The survey will be of residents in and around the Austin, Texas area only.  
2. Only real estate agents in the Austin, Texas area will be included in the sampling.  
3. The survey will be sent to single-family home dwellings only, apartment dwellers and 
commercial establishments will not be included. 
Review of Literature 
An overview of a tornado, and the importance of being prepared for one: 
     A tornado is a low probability-high consequence event (Miller, et al., 2002) that is one 
of the most destructive forces of nature experienced in the United States. Tornadoes are 
the third leading cause of property damage amongst all disasters with a wide range of 
impacts that occur: quantifiable losses of human life, property, and agricultural products, 
the destruction of economic and social infrastructure, and environmental damages 
(Whalen, Gopal, & Abrham, 2004). While the storm path that spawns tornadoes may pass 
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over many people and cover a wide swath of territory, any given tornado cuts a very 
concentrated path of damage within the boundaries within the storm (Miller, et al., 2002).  
     Despite the fact that tornadoes are low probability events, they represent a significant 
perceived risk for many US residents (Ewing & Kruse, 2006), and a substantial portion of 
the country has a nontrivial hazard associated with tornadoes (Whalen, et al., 2004).  In 
the years 2001 – 2010, there was a total of 564 deaths attributed to tornadoes, and 2011 
had the unprecedented spring outbreaks of storms spawning tornadoes that led to 552 
deaths (NOAA, 2011), but unfortunately most people act as if such rare events ‘‘could 
not happen to me’’ and consequently treat a small probability of a catastrophic loss as a 
zero probability (Merrell, Simmons, & Sutter, 2002), and victims of tornadoes  feel that 
the incidence is sufficiently random and of a unpredictable nature that they have little 
control over the outcome (Ewing & Kruse, 2006).  
To prepare for and protect against the threat of tornadoes: 
     Education, planning, awareness, prompt application of basic safety rules, and correct 
choice of shelter are critical elements by which individuals can reduce the risk of death or 
injury from tornadoes ("Tornado Preparedness and Safety," 2000).  Research has 
classified disaster reduction measures into four overlapping categories: (1) pre-disaster 
planning and preparation, (2) emergency response and rescue, (3) short-and long-term 
recovery, and (4) mitigation (Alexander, 1993). Mitigation is the sustained action taken 
to reduce or eliminate the long term risk to people and property from hazards and their 
effects, and losses from disaster events in terms of life, property, and community 
resources can be substantially reduced when mitigation techniques and technologies are 
applied (Whalen, et al., 2004).  
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     Self-insurance reduces the loss from a disaster whereas self-protection reduces the 
probability of a loss (Miller, et al., 2002).  Tornado shelters mitigate the threat of 
tornadoes and reduce the probability of casualties as a form of self-protection, but the 
design of shelters and safe rooms does not prevent damage to the remainder of a house 
(Merrell, et al., 2005).  Safe rooms do not alter the probability of a tornado, but they do 
alter the probability of injury and/or death. Self-protection would preserve life or lower 
the probability of losing one’s life or suffering injury from a tornado (Miller, et al., 
2002). 
     Tornado shelters may be implemented as either in-home shelters or community 
shelters and may be constructed above or below ground. An in-home shelter is a room 
within a home (e.g., a bathroom, closet, or cellar) that is intended to protect a few people, 
rather than a community shelter designed to protect a large number of people—up to 
several hundred in some cases.  Most people have limited time to respond to tornado 
warnings, making the presence of a quickly accessible shelter an important concern for 
emergency management officials (Whalen, et al., 2004). 
     Tornado shelters provide two kinds of benefits: protection of residents against injury 
when tornadoes strike occupied buildings, and peace of mind with the knowledge that 
one’s family will be safe in the event of a tornado. Shelters provide a safe place for 
residents to avoid injury and are not intended to prevent damage to the rest of the 
structure (Merrell, et al., 2002). 
Tornado Safe Rooms: 
     A safe room can be defined as a relatively small, windowless room, built to withstand 
the effects of wind pressures and the impact of flying debris generated from hurricanes, 
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tornadoes, and violent windstorms. A safe room should consist of a floor, walls, roof, and 
a steel door entry system. The entire structure should be securely anchored to an adequate 
foundation system.  Safe rooms should be located in an area that can be accessed easily 
and stocked with provisions necessary to weather a destructive windstorm (Baird & Ritz, 
2001).  Safe rooms are highly engineered structures that protect occupants from physical 
injury caused by a tornado (Miller, et al., 2002). Shelters and safe rooms can withstand 
winds in excess of 250 miles per hour and wind borne projectiles at speeds of 100 mph 
and should protect occupants from even the most powerful tornadic winds (Merrell, et al., 
2005).  The technology now exists to build belowground shelters and aboveground safe 
rooms allowing occupants to survive even the most powerful tornadoes (Merrell, et al., 
2002).  The main purpose of a safe room is for life safety and the protection of minimal 
possessions (Ewing & Kruse, 2006).   The absence of a protective shelter increases the 
risk associated with tornadoes (Whalen, et al., 2004).  
 A person’s perceived risk of being hit by a tornado may influence their 
willingness to buy a safe room: those who have not had direct experience with a tornado 
may be concerned with the risk of a tornado because the information concerning the 
damage is so clearly put before them and individuals who have direct experience with a 
tornado may also be more likely to seek mitigation because of the direct experience 
(Miller, et al., 2002). 
     According to FEMA, having a safe room built for a home can help provide “near-
absolute protection” for residents from injury or death caused by dangerous forces of 
extreme winds. Near-absolute protection means that the occupants of a safe room built 
according to this guidance will have a very high probability of being protected from 
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injury or death (FEMA, 2008).  The probability of a tornado and cost of a shelter are the 
main elements of the decision to acquire a shelter. Residents, according to expected 
utility theory, purchase a shelter if the expected value exceeds the cost (Merrell, et al., 
2002).  
     The issue is whether people are willing to pay a high enough price to compensate the 
builder for costs involved in constructing a safe room. There are several ways by which 
people might pay for a safe room, including a lump sum payment to the builder, an 
additional cost to a project already under way, or to purchase a home with a safe room 
already in place (Miller, et al., 2002).   
     Building shelters is costly, and it is only natural for economists to ask whether tornado 
shelters yield benefits commensurate with these costs (Merrell, et al., 2002).  The basic 
cost to design and construct a safe room during the construction of a new home starts at 
approximately $6,000, with larger, more refined, and more comfortable designs costing 
more than $15,000 (FEMA, 2008) and the cost of adding a FEMA safe room to an 
existing home is about 20% more than that needed for a new home (Yazdani, Townsend, 
& Kilcollins, 2005).  Building designers, contractors, and manufacturers can reduce risk 
by promoting and following upgraded building codes, adhering to sound construction 
principles recommended by wind engineering experts, and incorporating hardened "safe 
rooms" or shelters into new and remodeled buildings ("Tornado Preparedness and 
Safety," 2000).  Current residents who do not plan to live in their home for the entire life 
of the shelter can recover their capital investment through a higher sale price. Home 
buyers should be willing to pay more for homes with shelters (Merrell, et al., 2005).   
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     Most homes, even new ones constructed according to current building codes, do not 
provide adequate protection for occupants seeking life-safety protection from tornadoes 
(FEMA, 2008).  In the Austin area, 40% of polled residents said their home had a 
basement, tornado shelter, or an interior room where they could seek shelter, and 63% of 
all respondents said that they had a plan to keep themselves and their family safe in a 
tornado (Schultz, et al., 2010).  But even taking shelter in an interior bathroom or closet 
may not protect residents of homes directly in the path of a powerful tornado (Merrell, et 
al., 2005).  An object such as a 2x4 wood stud weighing 15 pounds, when carried by 
250mph winds, can have a horizontal speed of 100 mph, which is enough force to 
penetrate or perforate most common building materials used in homes today (FEMA, 
2008).   The South Florida Building Code has the most restrictive requirements for 
protection from wind borne debris (Reinhold, Schiff, Rosowsky, & Sill, 2002), but the 
mitigation attempts there are directed primarily at hurricanes and the decision to build or 
not to build a storm shelter in a private home is currently a personal choice and is 
expected to remain so (Reinhold, et al., 2002).     
     The peace-of-mind benefits should figure prominently in a household’s decision to 
purchase a storm shelter.  Anxiety exists even if a tornado never comes within 5 miles of 
a home, so the small probability of a tornado strike does not diminish this component of 
shelter benefits (Merrell, et al., 2002), it can also serve to relieve anxiety during a severe 
weather watch, enabling families/employees to continue their daily routine, knowing that 
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Procedures 
     The research study shall be initiated with a focus on in-depth literature review from 
recently published articles, peer reviewed research papers, construction magazines, web 
sources and books.  Following the literature review, two separate groups will be 
surveyed: real estate agents and residents within the specified geographic location.  Real 
estate agents shall be polled for their past experience in selling properties with tornado 
safe rooms, and present demand for same properties in the current market, their 
perceptions of the tornado risk and the need for mitigation measures, and how these may 
affect the value of a home and the marketability of a home.  Residents will be polled for 
their perceptions of tornado risk, the cost of mitigating the tornado risk, the need of 
mitigation, and any prior experience with tornado activity.  They will also be polled on 
the desire of having a tornado safe room in a home, and to what cost having one would be 
worthwhile.   
     After completion of the data collection, analysis will be performed on the results to 
determine if there is a common perception for the topics polled—threat, cost of 
mitigation, need for mitigation, market value, etc.—to determine a positive approach to 
increasing the construction market with the addition of tornado safe rooms in new 
construction or renovations.    
Findings 
     Surveys were published on 5 January 2012 and initial email solicitations were 
distributed to the target areas. There were too few initial respondents to the survey 
questionnaires, both resident and realtors, so the pool of respondents was expanded 
beyond the initial communities in northern Hays County to include participants 
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throughout the Austin area (see table 1 and figure 1).   Expanding the survey area did not 
alter the research design as the entire Austin area is in the same tornado category per 
FEMA 320.  The additional respondents were in the same proximity to Tornado Alley as 
the proposed survey group.    
     Between 1990 and 2009 there were 132 tornadoes within fifty miles of Austin: 73 
EF0, 41 EF1, 12 EF2, 4 EF3, 1 EF4, and 1 EF5 (Homefacts, 2012a).  By comparison, in 
the fifty mile radius around Oklahoma City, Oklahoma there were 276 tornadoes in the 
comparable time (Homefacts, 2012b), showing Austin experienced 48% as many 
tornadoes as a city in one of the highest risk areas of Tornado Alley.  Interestingly, an 
EF1 tornado touched down in northeast Austin on January 25th, 2012 (MacLaggan, 
2012), while the surveys were being conducted.  Thirty-three percent of respondents after 
the tornado felt Austin had a moderate tornado threat, but even after the tornado, no 
respondents considered the threat high.  Surveys were closed on 6 February 2012 and the 
results were compiled for analysis.  
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Figure 1: Austin Zip Codes 
  












Table 1: Respondents’ Zip Codes 
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    Real Estate Agent respondents averaged 
12.77 years of overall experience (minimum 4 
months, maximum 38 years), and 10.65 years of 
experience (minimum 4 months, maximum 29 
years) in the Austin area.  They averaged 12.57 
homes sold per year with an average sale price 
of $400,921.  
     Only two respondents had sold a home with a tornado safe room, one in the past 13-36 
months and one more than 60 months in the past, and only one other had represented a 
client specifically looking for a home with 
a safe room.  Twenty-seven percent 
agreed that a tornado safe room would add 
market value to home, 38% neither agreed 
nor disagreed, 19% disagreed and 15% 
strongly disagreed (figure 2).  Those that did believe value would be added estimated an 
average increase of $6,250.  Eighty-one percent responded to tornado threat in Austin as 
low, 19% as medium, 0% as high (figure 3). 
     Resident respondents averaged 25.5 (high 69 low 3 median 24 mode 40) years of 
residency in the Austin area, and 10.77 (high 36 low 1.5 median 10 mode 6) years in their 
present home.  There was an average of 2.66 (high 5 low 1 median 2.66 mode 2) people 
per home, an average household income of $105,805 (high 300,000 low 27,961 median 
80,000 bi-modal 60,000 and 75,000), and an average age of 51 (high 71 low 32 median 
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Figure 3: Realtor Threat Perception 
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51 mode 44).  39% of the respondents 
reported having experienced a tornado 
while 61% had not.  80% believe this 
area to be a low tornado risk, 18% 
moderate, and 2% high (figure 4). 
      Reported average age of homes was 
24 (high 107 low 3 median 18) years with 
an average value of $311,315 (high 700,000 low 95,000 median 300,000 mode 250,000).  
Two responses claimed a tornado safe room in their home, though neither were compliant 
with the FEMA 320 standards.  One room was built as part of a renovation and the other 
as part of the new home construction, with the renovation costs listed at $2,000 and an 
unknown value being claimed as added to the overall value of the home.   
     Five percent strongly disagreed that a tornado room in a home adds to peace of mind, 
2% disagreed, 35% neither agreed nor disagreed, 37% agreed, and 21% strongly agreed.  
67% of respondents did not feel there is a need for a tornado safe room in this area, while 
33% did (figure 5).  The average expected cost for a safe room to be constructed was 
$14,701 (high $40,000 low $2,000 
median $15,000 mode $20,000) 
which is higher than the costs to be 
expected by FEMA in the 2008 
publication Taking Shelter from 
the Storm: Building a Safe Room 
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Figure 5: Peace of Mind 
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(FEMA, 2008) (The construction plans included in the FEMA 320 publication are 
included in Appendix 1).  Forty percent thought a tornado safe room would increase the 
value of their homes, 51% did not know, and 9% did not think so.  And even though 56% 
of the respondents would not pay more for a home with a safe room, 44% would—on 
average $8,808 (high 20,000 low 2,000 median 7,000 mode 5,000).         
Conclusions 
     According to the responding real estate agents there appears to be little current or past 
interest in this marketplace for tornado safe rooms.  Polled agents exhibited a low opinion 
of the need for tornado safe rooms and the added market value that may gained with the 
addition of a safe room.  Of the polled agents there appears to be a very small to non-
existent specific market seeker for tornado safe rooms, and the presence of a safe room 
does not appear to have a large impact on either the salability of a home or the added lure 
to a home with a room.  Reinforcing these trends is the 81% response to the belief of 
Austin having a low tornado risk, and 19% moderate, with no agents considering Austin 
in the high risk category.    
     The majority of the residents surveyed also hold the opinion that Austin is a low risk 
area for tornadoes yet 33% felt there was a need for a tornado safe room, 40% felt that a 
safe room would add value to their homes, and 44% would pay more for a home with a 
safe room (an average of $8,808—significantly higher than the $2,241 average willing to 
pay price determined by Miller, et. al. in 2002).  While the majority of the respondents 
felt that the risk was low, the attraction of a safe room appears strong and allows for the 
conclusion that a potential market for tornado safe rooms exists in the Austin area.   
Discussions 
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Common Perception of Threat: 
     The initial problem statement that there is an incongruent connection between the 
actual and believed threat of tornadoes in a community on the periphery of tornado alley 
has been confirmed by the research done in this project.  An overwhelming 80% of the 
respondents listed the threat as low, and 18% as moderate, and only 2% as high—
illustrating the discontinuity between belief and reality.    Respondents in the real estate 
profession nearly mirrored the responses (81%, 19%, and 0) showing an overall incorrect 
belief that the threat in Austin is low.  These findings confirm the earlier statement  that 
76% would not consider a tornado in Austin a life-threatening risk to them (Schultz, et 
al., 2010).  However, Schultz, et al., also reported that 41% had adequate in-home shelter, 
an assertion that was not confirmed here, though the question asked for a specific tornado 
safe room, not just shelter.  None of the respondents had a FEMA 320 compliant safe 
room, and very few reported having a safe room of any type.   
Common Perception of Need and Value of Mitigation: 
     Sixty-seven percent of the respondents did not feel that there was need for a tornado 
safe room in this area, yet 40% thought a tornado safe room would increase the value of 
their home, and 44% would pay more for a home with a safe room.  Merrell, et al., in 
2002 thought the peace-of-mind benefits should figure prominently in households’ 
decision to purchase a storm shelter.  With 58% of resident respondents either agreeing or 
strongly agreeing that a safe room would add to peace of mind the theory is supported 
and encourages the thoughts that a market could be developed.  Once the owner 
understands and accepts that the threat is real and that occupant safety and survival can 
be greatly increased through the addition of a safe room the 40% of respondents that felt 
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a safe room would increase the value 
of a home and the 44% stating they 
would pay more for a home can be 
developed into the market for tornado 
safe rooms.     
Common Perception of the Cost: 
     Initial writings estimated the cost of a tornado safe room at $6,000 and respondents 
perceived the costs to be greater than actual.  With an average respondent expected cost 
of $14,701, figure 6 shows expected cost tiers at $5,000, $10,000, $15,000 and $20,000, 
and Figure 7 shows “willing to pay” tiers at $5,000, $10,000, and $15,000.  Focusing on 
the $5,000, $10,000, and $15,000 tiers, room designs could be tailored to those price 
points to develop a successful marketing plan.  Simple education and expanded 
knowledge could improve the market for safe rooms by showing the potential increase 
both residence value and peace of 
mind for less than expected. 
Recommendations 
     The real estate agents that 
responded to the survey possessed an 
adequate amount of years in the 
profession and number of homes sold 
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from there responses to be valid.  However, with an average home sold price of 
$400,921, the markets that these realtors are working in are higher than the normal Austin 
market where the average home sold for  $218,881 (HomeInsight, 2012).  While the 
reported added value from realtors was lower than the reported average a resident would 
pay, it is believed that with any positive results in sales from a tornado safe room many 
realtors would find them more attractive and improve their opinion upon the worth.  
Further research into this field could be conducted with a more specific survey to a 
broader subject group or by creating a scenario where competing houses similar in design 
and cost with the only significant difference being the presence of a safe room and 
determining if there was a difference in time on market, buyer interest, and final sold 
price.    
     The ages of the residences of the respondents as well as that of the respondents 
themselves (see Appendix III) show that the survey results were compiled from a good 
cross section of the population, though it was not an exact match to the reported 
population of Austin.  Homes ranged from 3 to 107 years old with an average value of 
$311,315, higher than the reported average for Austin of $218,881 (HomeInsight, 2012).  
The median age of Austin residents is 32 (HomeInsight, 2012) and the median household 
income in 2009 was $50,132 (City-Data.com, 2012) compared to the median age of 
survey respondents at 51 with the median income of $80,000.  These results could be as a 
basis for further research to determine a target market—a market where perhaps maturity 
and financial stability allow for outside considerations beyond the basic needs.  Housing 
developments targeting these markets could develop a tornado safe room inclusion plan 
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that would put one development ahead of its peers, much as a custom builder could be 
distinguished from other peers the same way. 
     The result of this research has confirmed the lack of correlation between the actual 
threat of tornadoes in a fringe community and the believed threat of tornadoes.  Also, the 
study has shown a potential market for mitigation factors to be more widely introduced 
into the construction market to both improve construction revenue and foster an 
environment of improved life-safety.     
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APPENDIX II: REALTOR SURVEY AND RESULTS 
My Report 
Last Modified: 02/07/2012 































Total Responses 27 
 































Total Responses 27 
 




















approx 210 homes/lots 
400 






Total Responses 24 
 
4.  Total sum of sales for the past ten years? 
Text Response 
















20 million + 
$40M 
60 million 
over $40 million 





Total Responses 23 
 
5.  Number of homes you have sold with tornado safe rooms? 
# Answer Min Value Max Value Average Value Standard 
Deviation 
1 
In the past 1 - 
12 months 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 
In the past 13 -  
36 months 
0.00 1.00 0.04 0.19 
3 
In the past 37 - 
60 months 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4 
In the past 60 
+ months 
0.00 1.00 0.11 0.31 
 
6.  A tornado safe room adds to the market value of a house 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Strongly agree  
 
0 0% 


















 Total  26 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 2 
Max Value 5 
Mean 3.23 
Variance 1.06 
Standard Deviation 1.03 
Total Responses 26 
 








I have not sold a tornado safe home in the past, so I'm not sure what the market value would be for this 
type of room. 
 
Statistic Value 
Total Responses 7 
 
8.  Number of buyers you have represented looking for homes with 











Total Responses 7 
 
9.  What is the tornado risk in the Austin area? 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Low   
 
21 81% 
2 Medium   
 
5 19% 
3 High  
 
0 0% 
 Total  26 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 2 
Mean 1.19 
Variance 0.16 
Standard Deviation 0.40 





APPENDIX III: RESIDENT SURVEY AND RESULTS 
My Report 
Last Modified: 02/07/2012 


















































Total Responses 46 
 
2.  How long have you lived in your current home, rounded to the 


















































Total Responses 46 
 


















































Total Responses 46 
 


















































Total Responses 46 
 
5.  What was your Adjusted Gross Income reported on your 2010 





































Total Responses 33 
 

















































Total Responses 45 
 


















































Total Responses 46 
 















check the tax records 































Total Responses 43 
 
9.  Does your home have a tornado safe room? 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Yes   
 
3 7% 
2 No   
 
43 93% 
 Total  46 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 2 
Mean 1.93 
Variance 0.06 
Standard Deviation 0.25 
Total Responses 46 
 
10.  Was your safe room engineered in compliance with FEMA 320 or 
stronger? 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Yes  
 
0 0% 
2 No   
 
3 100% 
3 Don't know  
 
0 0% 
 Total  3 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 2 
Max Value 2 
Mean 2.00 
Variance 0.00 
Standard Deviation 0.00 
Total Responses 3 
 
11.  Was your tornado safe room built during the original house 
construction or as a renovation? 









2 Renovation   
 
1 50% 
 Total  2 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 2 
Mean 1.50 
Variance 0.50 
Standard Deviation 0.71 
Total Responses 2 
 




Total Responses 0 
 





Total Responses 1 
 





Total Responses 1 
 
15.  A tornado safe room adds to peace of mind. 


















4 Agree   
 
16 37% 
5 Strongly Agree   
 
9 21% 
 Total  43 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 5 
Mean 3.67 
Variance 0.99 
Standard Deviation 0.99 
Total Responses 43 
 
16.  Do you feel there is a need for a tornado safe room in this area? 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Yes   
 
14 33% 
2 No   
 
28 67% 
 Total  42 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 2 
Mean 1.67 
Variance 0.23 
Standard Deviation 0.48 
Total Responses 42 
 
17.  How much would you expect a safe room to cost? 
Text Response 














No earthly idea 
8000 


























Total Responses 40 
 
18.  Would a tornado safe room increase the value of your home? 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Yes   
 
17 40% 
2 No   
 
4 9% 
3 Don't know   
 
22 51% 
 Total  43 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 3 
Mean 2.12 
Variance 0.91 
Standard Deviation 0.96 
Total Responses 43 
 
19.  Would you pay more for a home with a tornado safe room? 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Yes   
 
19 44% 
2 No   
 
24 56% 
 Total  43 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 2 
Mean 1.56 
Variance 0.25 
Standard Deviation 0.50 
Total Responses 43 
 
20.  How much more would you expect to pay for a home with a 
tornado safe room? 
Text Response 












Don't know, but it would depend WHERE the home is 
250,000 


























Total Responses 38 
 
21.  Have you ever experienced a tornadic event? 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Yes   
 
17 39% 
2 No   
 
27 61% 
 Total  44 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 2 
Mean 1.61 
Variance 0.24 
Standard Deviation 0.49 
Total Responses 44 
 
22.  What is the tornado risk in your neighborhood? 
# Answer  
 
Response % 
1 Low   
 
35 80% 
2 Moderate   
 
8 18% 
3 High   
 
1 2% 
 Total  44 100% 
 
Statistic Value 
Min Value 1 
Max Value 3 
Mean 1.23 
Variance 0.23 
Standard Deviation 0.48 





APPENDIX IV: MODIFIED REALTOR SURVEY RESULTS 
Q1 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6_1 Q6_2 Q6_3 Q6_4
How long have 
you been a real 
estate agent?
How long have 
you been a real 




homes have you 
sold in the past 
ten years?
homes per year 
sold
Total sum of sales 
for the past ten 
years?




have sold with 
tornado safe 
rooms?-In the 
past 1 - 12 
months
Number of 
homes you have 
sold with tornado 
safe rooms?-In 
the past 13 -  36 
months
Number of homes 
you have sold 
with tornado safe 
rooms?-In the 
past 37 - 60 
months
Number of homes 
you have sold with 
tornado safe 
rooms?-In the past 
60 + months
13 13 100 7.692307692 20000000 200000 0 0 0 0
18 9 30 3.333333333 15000000 500000 0 0 0 0
17 17 125 7.352941176 50000000 400000 0 0 0 1
8 8 10 1.25 $4,000,000 400000 0 0 0 0
19 3 250 83.33333333 150,000,000 600000 0 0 0 0
34 11 0 0 0 0 0
17 17 100 5.882352941 40,000,000 400000 0 1 0 1
17 17 300 17.64705882 43,000,000 143333.3333 0 0 0 0
8 8 100 12.5 27000000 270000 0 0 0 0
6 6 80 13.33333333 25000000 312500 0 0 0 0
5 5 30 6 22000000 733333.3333 0 0 0 0
4 4 10 2.5 0 0 0 0
5 5 20 4 18,000,000 900000 0 0 0 0
13 13 100 7.692307692 100000000 1000000 0 0 0 0
7 7 500 71.42857143 30000000 60000 0 0 0 0
R_7QaX4D3dCimutSY 0 0 0 0
8 8 0 0 0 0 0
R_01gfDMVgEAZjM68 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 7 45 6.428571429 20000000 444444.4444 0 0 0 0
10 10 210 21 40000000 190476.1905 0 0 0 0
10 10 400 40 60000000 150000 0 0 0 0
12 12 0 0 0 0 1
11 11 0 0 0 0 0
24 24 0 0 0 0 0
36 29 0 0 0 0 0
7 7 80 11.42857143 17000000 212500 0 0 0 0
11 11 0 0 0 0 0
5 5 20 4 6,000,000 300000 0 0 0 0
Mean = 12.77 Mean = 10.65
Median = 10 Median = 9 Mean = 12.57 Mean = 400,921
Q9 Q7 Q7 Q10
A tornado safe 
room adds to the 
market value of a 
house
Estimated 
market value a 
tornado room 









What is the 





2 $5,000 0 2
4 1
4 1
2 5,000 1 2
3 2
3 1
2 10k 0 2
3 1



















APPENDIX V: MODIFIED RESIDENT SURVEY RESULTS 
Q1 Q3 Q23 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q9 Q7 Q8 Q7 Q10 Q11
How long have 
you lived in the 
Austin, Texas 
area?
How long have you lived in 
your current home, 






people living in 
your home?
What was your Adjusted 
Gross Income reported on 
your 2010 federal income tax 
return, rounded to the... Your age?
Age of your 
current home?
Estimated current 
value of your home?
Does your 
home have a 
tornado safe 
room?
Was your safe room 
engineered in compliance 
with FEMA 320 or 
stronger?
Was your tornado safe room 
built during the original house 
construction or as a renovation?
Cost of safe room 
during new 
construction?
40 2 78737 2 67 3 $350,000 2
48 22 78737 2 48000 60 44 135000 2
6 6 78737 2 27,961 44 30 440,000 2
10 10 78737 5 75,000 32 30 320,000 1 2 2
28 10 78737 4 44 10 2
24 6 78737 4 $189,000 45 6 $485,000 2
42 36 78736 2 66 36 $300,000 2
21 21 78737 2 75000 80 21 370 2
25 19 78737 2 65 33 300,000 2
39 29 78737 2 31 2
6 6 78737 2 60,000 58 27 350,000 2
52 11 78737 2 110,000 52 28 275,000 2
5 5 78737 4 60000 56 11 600000 2
35 4 78737 4 35 14 200,000 2
40 12 78737 2 74 12 500 000 2
20 7 78737 4 55 7 2
34 28 78737 4 53 32 300000 2
26 16 78737 4 52 35 2
44 20 78737 2 51 20 165,000 2
40 1 78737 1 110,000 57 12 350,000 2
19 11 78737 3 190000 49 11 350000 2
49 6 78737 3 $250,000.00 51 17 $700,000.00 2
R_06tmoGpeNe045De
5 3 78737 2 45000 65 26 250,000 2
5 1 78737 3 124000 44 20 199000 2
11 5 78704 5 165000 40 13 400,000 2
13 2 78748 1 47,000 36 27 78748 2
36 1 78734 1 60000 55 107 120000 2
34 15 78737 75000 15 250000 2
36 16 78737 4 130,000 58 16 450,000 1 2
36 16 78737 4 130,000 58 16 450,000 2
17 14 78621 2 50,000 45 3 250,000 2
20 5 78738 4 150,000 54 33 300,000 2
6 6 78619 2 98000 44 17 350000 2
8 1 78751 2 35 70 325,000 2
40 27 78749 2 65,000 62 27 $200,000 2
3 2 78749 3 43,000 28 97 169,900 2
49 2 78749 1 50,000 54 6 250,000 2
18 13 78735 3 180,000 44 13 315,000 2
26 20 78737 2 65 34 280,000 2
69 14 78737 2 150,000 71 14 400,000 2
27 10 78737 2 80000 50 12 225000 2
20 10 78737 3 300,000 47 10 365,000 1 2 1
7 4 78738 1 38000 36 20 95,000 2
9 3 78737 4 43 3 250000 2
3 1.5 78737 2 105,000 35 18 230,000 2
22 16 78737 3 47 35 150,000.00 2
Mean = 25.5 Mean = 10.77 Mean = 2.66 Mean = 105805 Mean = 51 Mean = 24 Mean = 311315
Median = 24 Median = 10 Median = 2 Median = 80000 Median = 51 Median = 18 Median = 300000
Mode = 40 Mode = 6 Mode = 2 Mode = 60,000/75000 Mode = 44 Mode = 250000
Mode = 350000

Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q21 Q20 Q22
Cost of safe room 
addition by 
renovation?
Value the tornado safe 
room has added to your 
home?
A tornado safe 
room adds to 
peace of mind.
Do you feel there is a need 
for a tornado safe room in 
this area?
How much would you 
expect a safe room to 
cost?
Would a tornado safe 
room increase the value of 
your home?
Would you pay more for 
a home with a tornado 
safe room?
How much more would you 
expect to pay for a home with a 
tornado safe room?
Have you ever 
experienced a tornadic 
event?
What is the tornado risk 
in your neighborhood?
4 2 3 2 2 1
5 2 40000 1 1 10000 1 1
5 1 $6,000 1 1 $10,000 2 3
2000 unknown 2 1
3 2 5,000 3 2 1 1
4 2 $20,000 1 1 $15,000 1 1
5 1 $20,000 1 1 $15,00 2 1
4 2 10000 3 2 10000 2 1
4 2 25,000 1 1 5,000 2 1
4 1 3 1 1 2
3 2 5,000 3 2 2,000 2 1
3 1 10,000 2 2 0 1 1
2 2 $5,000 2 2 $5,000 1 1
4 2 3 2 2 1
3 2 ? 3 2 2 1
4 1 20000 3 1 10000 2 2
5 2 3 2 1 1
1 2 8000 2 1 250,000 1 1
4 2 adding room $10,000; retro    1 1 3000 2 1
5 1 5,000 1 1 5,000 2 1
3 2 $25K 3 1 25000 2 1
5 1 $5,000.00 3 2 1 2
5 1 15000 1 1 10000 1 1
3 2 20000 2 2 ? 2 1
4 1 20,000 1 1 15,000 1 1
3 2 3 2 2 1
5 2 20000 1 1 20000 1 2
3 2 30000 1 2 15000 2 1
3 2 3 2 2 1
4 1 $3,000 3 2 2 2
4 $10,000 3 2 0 1 1
3 2 15000 3 1 5000 2 1
3 1 3 2 1 1
3 2 $20,000 1 2 $10,000 2 1
4 2 5,000 - 7,000 3 2 5,000 2 1
1 1 10,000 3 1 275,000 2 2
3 2 15,000 3 2 15,000 2 1
4 2 15000 1 2 5000 2 1
3 2 1 2 1 1
4 2 2000 1 2 2000 1 1
4 2 15,000-25000 1 1 6,000-8000 2 2
5 1 $4,000-$7,000 1 1 $200,000+ 2 1
3 2 15,000 3 1 5,000 2 1
4 1 3 2 1 2
Mean =  14,701 Mean = 8808
Median= 15,000 Median = 7000
Mode= 20,000 Mode = 5000
